
Incident summary 
Inside 
KFC 

KFC, 110a, lea more lane, Walsall, Walsall, WS2 7BU 4 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
ip has arrived at kfc to collect an order xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. ip has been to the toilet and the suspect, 
who xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx . and told him he should not be inside, the ip has stated the agreement they have 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx . the ip is stating that the suspect has got into xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx . from cctv the suspect has taken off items of clothing xxxxxxxxxxxxx and approached the ip, but has not harmed the ip in 
anyway, but he felt that he was going to be assaulted or harm by the suspect. *** no complaint *** 

1 

Between material times group of xxxxxxxxxx suspects have surrounded ip xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx have attempted several times to enter the 
store following being banned due to bad behaviour. the group has then attacked xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and punched ip several times causing no 
injuries, ip has pushedxxx  suspect to the floor in self-defence. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx have been detained thexxxxxxxxxxxxxx  made off. 

1 

Between material times u/k group xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx caused general asb. the group were challenged by xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and 
cccccccccccccc of the group has xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx causing pain and discomfort. suspects have made off before police arrival 

1 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Bmt the frequent offender has come into the store. the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx has used reasonable force to prevent xxx entry, as xxx is banned 
from entering. the offender has become aggressive and has squared up to xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx and hit xxxxx in the face, causing no injuries. the 
offender has continued being aggressive towards xxxxxx and xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx has stepped in and separated the pair, and removed 
the offender from the store. 

1 

 KFC, Lichfield road, Walsall wood, Walsall, WS9 9NP 3 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
 
Bmt numerous youths have entered the offence location. whilst present inside they have been rude and abusive towards the ip, they appeared to 
target the ip out of all the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx the group were asked to leave and were informed they would not be served but they remained and 
kept approaching the ip shouting abuse at  xxxxxx causing xxxxxxx feel h/a/d. the ip cannot recall what exactly was said to xxxxx  the group. the xxxx 
offender then approached xxxx and swung xxxxxxxxxx towards the ip causing xxxxxxxxxxxx fall off xxx head.  
 
there have been numerous issues with youths at the offence location however the ip is 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
the main offender is described as xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. 

1 



xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
bmt xx offenders have entered the store and caused a nuisance in there for the ip, xx offender has approached the ip and threatened to kick the ips 
face in, this has caused the ip to apprehend immediate violence so xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

1 

Xxxxxx have stated a group of xxxxxxxxxxx youths have entered the store and became rowdy.xxxx  of the youths then opened the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx whereby some of the cleaning fluid has landed in ip, 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx show offence. ip did not receive injuries and does not wish to make a complaint. 

1 

 Bentley bridge park, Kentucky fried chicken limited, unit 7, Bentley bridge way, Wolverhampton, Wolverhampton, WV11 1BP 2 

ip has been a victim of a xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 10 minutes later offender has returned 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxx has entered kfc and has tried to push ip through xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.  ip managed to get away and hasxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx .  ip's 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

1 

ip's xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx was subject to a xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 10 minutes later offender has returned xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx has entered kfc and has tried to push ip's xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx ip has intervened 
in this.  Xxxxxxxxxxxxx managed to get away and has xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx ip assaulted by xxxxxxxxxxxxxx by being punched xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
and dragged across the floor xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx no injuries caused.  both offenders made off. 

1 

 Kentucky fried chicken, 2104, Coventry road, Sheldon, Birmingham, Birmingham, B26 3JQ 2 

ip is xxxxxxxxxxxxxx of the kfc in sheldon coventry road, when xxxxxxxxxxxx came into the store and began being rude to the members of xxxxxxxxx 
they have engaged in a verbal altercation with xxxxxxxxxxxxx which has led to them climbing over the counter and grabbing the food. the ip has 
intervened to try and stop the commotion, when the suspect has then begun to throw chips at them. 

1 

ip was in kfc in sheldon when xxxxxxxxxxxx have come into the restaurant and began a commotion. the ip has begun xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx this has 
drawn attention to the ip and the xxxxxxxxxxxxx have told them to stop xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx it. they have then thrown a tray at the ip's face causing 
bruising and pain and discomfort. ip was scared throughout the process. 

1 

 KFC, Moorend avenue, Chelmsley wood, Solihull, Solihull, B37 5TD 2 

between material times xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  offenders have entered store and have been challenged by xxxxx  to leave store. when inside, the offenders 
have approached the ip and, in response to being asked to leave, have punched the ip to the eye causing bleeding / bruising / swelling and lasting 
pain and discomfort. 

1 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx have been inside kfc moorend avenue chelmsley wood sitting in a booth by the door xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx i.p has approached 
them and stated "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  have not been happy with this and xxx of them has punched 
the i,p to the left side of his head causing pain and a lump, xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx but then they have walked to the side of 
the store and thrown xxxxxxxxxxxx at the large glass door causing the door to smash, xxxxxxxxxxx has come straight through the door and hit 
xxxxxxxxxxxxx hand causing bruising, xxxxxxxx  

1 

 KTC, 7, high street, Birmingham, West Midlands, B31 2UQ 2 



between stated times xxxxxxxxx youth had been asked to leave after xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx in the restaurant. Xxxxxxxx the groups has tried to push the 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx before making good escape. 
no lasting injury sustained by ip 

1 

bmt xxxxxxxxxx call of disorder involving xxxxxxxxx at the location. officers have attended and xxxxxx have stated xxxxxxxxx were fighting, however, 
all xxxxx have left now. Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx injuries xxxxxxxxxxx crime number generated in line with hocr. 

1 

 


